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I. INTRODUCTION

The BEDT-TTFsbis-ethyleneditiotetrathiafulvalened fam-
ily of quarter-filled layered organic materials with theu , a,
andb9 arrangements of the molecules display a subtle com-
petition between metallic, charge ordered insulating, and su-
perconducting phases.1,2 They are examples of strongly cor-
related electron systems for which their electronic states are
theoretically described by a two-dimensionals2Dd extended
Hubbard model at 3/4 filling of electronss1/4 filling of
holesd for the HOMO of the BEDT-TTF molecules.3 The
nearest-neighbor intermolecular Coulomb interactionV is a
crucial ingredient as, at one-quarter filling, the on site Cou-
lomb repulsionU by itself cannot describe charge ordering
phenomena.4 The extended Hubbard model at this filling has
been previously studied2 through large-N and slave-boson
approaches in theU-infinite limit as well as with exact di-
agonalization on small clusters5 at finite U. Several issues
related to charge ordering phenomena have been addressed.
A transition from a metal to a checkerboard charge ordered
insulating state at a finiteV=Vc has been found. Close to this
charge ordered phase, superconductivity in thedxy channel
appears6 induced by strong charge fluctuations. Dynamical7

properties of the metallic phase in the presence of short-
range charge fluctuations have been found to be anomalous
in agreement with experimental data.8

Large-N methods and slave bosons are useful for the
study of the effect of charge fluctuations on various elec-
tronic properties as they can be included atOs1/Nd, how-
ever, spin fluctuations are typically neglected unless compli-
catedOs1/N2d contributions are considered. The effect of
spin fluctuations on superconductivity in quarter-filled sys-
tems has been addressed through RPAsrandom-phase ap-
proximationd calculations which consider antiferromagnetic
instabilities induced by the on-site Coulomb interactionU,9

finding that dxy superconductivity still prevails. However,
well in the charge ordered insulating phase it is known that
the spins order antiferromagnetically due to the presence of a

next-nearest-neighbor spin exchange interaction.2 This spin
interaction results from a “ring” exchange process appearing
at fourth order int and acts along the diagonals of the square
lattice reading:J8=4t4/9V3 in the U→` and V@ t limits.
Exact diagonalization on 16-site clusters indicate that the
sp /2 ,p /2d antiferromagnetic spin arrangement follows
closely thesp ,pd checkerboard arrangement of the charge10

as V/ t is increased from the metal to the charge ordered
phase. These results suggest that remnants of the exchange
interactionJ8 generated in the insulating phase can survive in
the metallic phase where short-range charge ordering is
present. It is then the purpose of the present work to analyze
the influence of this exchange couplingJ8 on the supercon-
ducting instabilities previously found6 induced by charge
fluctuations. As thisJ8 acts along the diagonals of the lattice
it is conceivable that similarly to thedx2−y2 superconductivity
appearing in thet-J model close to half filling induced by
antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations, theJ8 appearing in the
quarter-filledt-J8-V model can inducedxy pairing.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce
the quarter-filledt-J8-V model and provide a phase diagram
obtained from the large-N approach used here. In Sec. III we
discuss the superconducting phase and study in detail the
effect of J8 on the pairing symmetry. Finally in Sec. IV we
summarize our results and point out their connection to the
electronic properties of quarter-filled layered organic mo-
lecular crystals.

II. t-J8-V MODEL AND ITS PHASE DIAGRAM

In order to explore the above possibility an effective
quarter-filledt-J8-V model is introduced as a natural exten-
sion of the extended Hubbard model previously studiedssee
Fig. 1 for a schematic sketch of the effective interactionsd.
The model reads
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H = o
ki j l,s

stij c̃†isc̃js + H.c.d + o
ki j l

Jij8SSW i ·SW j −
1

4
ninjD

+ o
ki j l

Vijninj , s1d

wheretij andVij are the nearest-neighbor hopping and Cou-
lomb repulsion parameters, respectively, between sitesi and
j on the square lattice.Jij8 is the antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction between second-neighbor sites.c̃†is and c̃is are
the Fermionic creation and destruction operators, respec-
tively, under the constraint that double occupancies of lattice

sitesi are excluded.SW i andni are the spin and the Fermionic
density, respectively.

The models1d is studied by using the large-N approach
for Hubbard operators11 recently extended to the case of fi-
nite J sRef. 12d ssee also Ref. 7 for theJ=0 cased. In the
Appendix we give details about this approach. The method
has been thoroughly tested on thet-U-V model by comparing
dynamical properties with exact diagonalization calculations
on small clusters,7 finding good agreement for the behavior
of charge and spectral functions as well as spectral densities

close to the charge ordering transition. This agreement can
be attributed to the fact that the infinite-U limit has been
considered and neglecting the nearest-neighbor exchangeJ is
justified since, at finiteV, the charge tries to sit in every other
site of the square lattice makingJ ineffective.

Although thet-J8-V model is only justified for values ofV
sufficiently large, we have explored the full parameter range
for completeness. In thet-J8-V model, theJ8 is dynamically
generated when the charge is ordered within the checker-
board pattern through a ring exchange process. Hence theJ8
becomes effective only when some sort of checkerboard
charge ordering is already present in the systemseither short-
or long-range charge orderd. This means that the system
should be charge ordered or sufficiently close to the charge
ordering transition for thet-J8-V model to be meaningful.
The situation is different in thet-J model for the high-Tc as,
in this case, theJ is generated through a superexchange pro-
cess at large on-siteU.

A full phase diagram summarizing our results obtained
from large-N theory on thet-J8-V model is shown in Fig. 2,
where metallicsMd, charge orderedsCOd, and superconduct-
ing sSCd phases occur. We start with a discussion of the
charge ordering transition. The critical valueVc, signaling
the charge orderingsCOd transition of the metallic phase as
obtained from the divergence of the static charge susceptibil-
ity ssee the Appendixd, is displayed as a solid line in Fig. 2.
For J8=0, the system charge orders atV=Vc,0.65t, as pre-
viously found.2,7 The value ofVc is found to decrease with
increasingJ8 which can be easily understood from the fol-
lowing. By increasingJ8, checkerboard charge ordering is
favored because two electrons are antiferromagnetically at-
tracted when they are sitting along the diagonals of the
square lattice so that a smallerV is effectively needed to
induce CO. In a similar way, if we switch onJ8 for a fixed
V&Vc, the CO phase is favored. The dashed-dotted line in
Fig. 2 marks the onset for superconductivity. Between solid
and dashed lines the superconducting effective coupling in
the dxy channelssee belowd becomes negative indicative of
superconducting pairing. Superconductivity in thedxy chan-
nel is found to be more robust for largerJ8 and closer to CO,

FIG. 1. A square lattice with a nearest-neighbor Coulomb repul-
sion V and hopping amplitudet and a next-nearest-neighbor spin
exchange couplingJ8.

FIG. 2. Phase diagram obtained from the
large-N approach in theV-J8 plane. The solid line
representsVc, i. e., the critical line signaling the
onset of checkerboard charge orderingsCOd. Be-
tween the solid and dashed linesdxy supercon-
ductivity sSCd appears. The region below the
dashed line corresponds to the metallicsMd
phase. Superconductivity is found to be more ro-
bust closer to the CO line and for largerJ8.
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as one would expect as in either way a stronger attraction is
felt between quasiparticles in every other site of the lattice.

III. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN THE t-J8-V MODEL

In order to understand the model proposed we first discuss
related large-N studies performed in the well-known models
such as thet-J model relevant to the cuprates. The case of a
nearest-neighbor exchange couplingJ has been studied using
a slave-boson technique in combination with a 1/N expan-
sion to study superconducting instabilities on thet-J model13

and the Hubbard model.14 Both the present approachsas de-
scribed in the Appendixd and the slave-boson one, toOs1d,
lead to fermions renormalized by the presence of the Cou-
lomb interaction. Indeed, superconductivity in the model can
only appear atOs1/Nd. By adding an extraJ8 term to the
bare extended Hubbard Hamiltonianst-J8-V modeld we can
treat bothJ8 andV terms at the same level of approximation,
i.e., throughOs1/Nd and analyze possible superconducting
instabilities. A closely related work by Vojta15 analyzes re-
cently the coexistence of superconductivity and checker-
board charge ordering within at-J-V model close to half
filling relevant to scanning tunnel microscope experiments
on the cuprates.16

Superconductivity is then investigated, within our model,
by calculating the effective interactionVef fsqd through
Os1/Nd ssee the Appendixd, between fermions for finiteJ8 at
one-quarter filling. The potentialVef fsqd is plotted along the
q=sq,qd direction in Fig. 3 as a function ofq for different
J8 :J8=0, J8=0.1t, and J8=0.2t, and fixedV=0.5t. For this
set of parameters the system is always metallic but close to
the charge ordering transition as can be seen from Fig. 2. For
J8=0, Vef fsqd is repulsive and anisotropic as found previ-
ously ssee Fig. 13 of Ref. 7d. As J8 is increased,Vef fsq,qd
becomes more anisotropic and more attractive near the mo-
mentum transferq,sp ,pd. This behavior favors supercon-
ductivity in thedxy channel as theJ8 attracts the charge tend-
ing to form the checkerboard pattern along the diagonals of
the square lattice. Note that although the potential is repul-

sive for all momenta for someJ8 / t valuesfsee, for instance,
Vef fsqd in Fig. 3 forJ8 / t=0.1g, ands-wave superconductivity
is not possible, the specific momentum dependence induced
by J8 can induce unconventional superconductivity in thedxy
channel as can be observed in the phase diagram of Fig. 2.

There are two kinds of interactions contributing to
Vef fsqd. For J8=0, the effective interaction close to CO is
mainly dominated by charge fluctuations associated with the
collective excitations nearsp ,pd.7 Therefore this kind of
pairing interaction, like the phonon mechanism in simple
metals, is mainly retarded and occurs in momentum space.
For V=0, the main effective interaction is of magnetic origin,
unretarded and short range in real space. ForJ8 and V dif-
ferent from zero both kinds of interactions contribute coop-
eratively to the binding energy of the Cooper pairs.

We use this effective potential to compute the effective
couplings in the different pairing channels or irreducible rep-
resentations of the order parameter,ifi =sdx2−y2,dxy,pdg. In
this way we can project out the interaction with a certain
symmetry. The critical temperaturesTc can then be estimated
in weak coupling fromTci=1.13v0exps−1/uliud, wherev0 is
a suitable cutoff frequency andli are the effective couplings
with different symmetries. Although the use of a BCS ex-
pression forTc is not fully sensible in the strong-coupling
limit, it at least gives a way to select the dominant pairing
channels from all different possibilities. The effective cou-
plings are defined as7

li =
1

s2pd2

E sdk/uvkud E sdk8/uvk8udgisk8dVef fsk8 − kdgiskd

E sdk/uvkudgiskd2

,

s2d

where the functionsgiskd encode the different pairing sym-
metries, andvk are the quasiparticle velocities at the Fermi
surface. The integrations are restricted to the Fermi surface.
li measures the strength of the interaction between electrons
at the Fermi surface in a given symmetry channeli. If li

FIG. 3. Behavior of the effective potential be-
tween quasiparticles,Vef fsq,qd, for J8=0, J8
=0.1t, and J8=0.2t, for fixed V=0.5t. For these
parameters the system is within the metallic
phase close to the charge ordering transitionssee
phase diagram in Fig. 2d. As J8 is increased,
Vef fsq,qd becomes more anisotropic and more at-
tractive near the momentum transferq,sp ,pd.
Divergences appearing atsp ,pd for increasingJ8
favor superconductivity in thedxy channel.
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.0, electrons are repelled. Hence superconductivity is only
possible whenli ,0.

The coupling strengthl for dxy superconductivity has
been found6,7 to be very smallssee Fig. 15 of Ref. 7d previ-
ously. For these small couplings, the corresponding super-
conducting critical temperatureTc is predicted to be very
low. Other indications for pairing come from exact diagonal-
ization calculations of the binding energy of two holes which
becomes negative near the charge ordering transition.7 In
Fig. 4 we present results for the dimensionless superconduct-
ing coupling l in the pslpd , dx2−y2sldx2−y2d and dxysldxy

d
channels as a function ofJ8 for a given value ofV=0.5t
close to the CO instability.

Clearly, superconductivity becomes more favorable in the
dxy channel only asJ8 is increased. The influence ofJ8 on the
dx2−y2 symmetrysdashed-dotted line in Fig. 4d is rather weak.
When J8 increases, superconducting couplings are more re-
pulsive in thep channel and even more in thes-symmetry
snot shownd channel.

Note also the large difference between thel values for
J8=0 sRef. 7d and J8=0.3t. For J8=0.3t , l is one order of
magnitude larger than forJ8=0 at V=0.5t. This behavior,
which only occurs in thedxy channel, shows the strong in-
fluence of the second-neighbor effective antiferromagnetic
exchange couplingJ8 on dxy superconductivity.

Although we find a substantial enhancement of pairing in
the dxy channel withJ8, the associatedTc is yet very low
from simple estimates:Tc,e−1/uliu,6310−8t, which is tiny
even taking the most favorable case ofJ8=0.3t ssee Fig. 4d
for pairing, for which ldxy

,−0.06. SmallTc values have
been also found by Motrunich and Lee17 in the context of
NaxCoO2, although their couplings are typically larger than
ours because, in the case of NaxCoO2, several sections of the
Fermi surface are connected by the charge ordering wave
vector forx=1/3. It is worth noting that in our approach we
have not considered the renormalization of the quasiparti-
cles, which enhances the effective mass, that occurs close to
the charge ordering transition due toV. This could be taken
into account by including self-energy effects in the calcula-
tion. One would then have to consider that the hopping am-
plitudes are effectively renormalized by the quasiparticle

weight Z, which decreases near the charge instability.7 This
would transform the bare hoppingt to tef f=Zt. Hence the
ratios J/ tef f and V/ tef f would be enhanced, effectively in-
creasinguldxy

u which would, in turn, significantly increase the
estimatedTc.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have found that superconductivity with
dxy symmetry induced by charge fluctuations is strengthened
by antiferromagnetic spin fluctuations induced by the ex-
change couplingJ8 in a t-J8-V model for quarter-filled sys-
tems. This can be intuitively understood by analogy with the
more standard case ofdx2−y2 superconductivity induced by
the superexchange couplingJ in the t-J model if one realizes
that theJ8 acts in directions rotated by 45° with respect toJ.
Both charge and spin fluctuations are then found to work
together cooperatively to producedxy superconductivity in
the quarter-filledt-J8-V model.

The way superconductivity behaves in thet-J8-V model
proposed here could be viewed as a two-step process in
which the charge fluctuations are responsible for the onset of
SC in the first place and subsequently the dynamically gen-
erated spin-exchange couplingJ8 would strengthen the bind-
ing between electrons forming the Cooper pairs.

Critical temperatures are found to be too small compared
to experimental valuesswhich are of the order of a few Kd.
The smallness ofTc is related to the small Fermi surface
associated with the one-quarter filling of the system. Due to
this fact, there are no two points at the Fermi surface con-
nected by thesp ,pd CO wave vector which makes the inter-
action less effective in producing Cooper pairs than in nearly
antiferromagnetic metals close to half filling. A similar situ-
ation arises in thet-J model13 at one-quarter filling in which
superconductivity in thedx2−y2 channel is found although
with rather small attractive effective couplings. Only at dop-
ings close to half fillingsfor doping levels of at most 0.15–
0.2d the couplings are found to be substantial.18 This is be-
cause, in this case, larger Fermi-surface sections are
effectively connected by the antiferromagneticsp ,pd wave
vector.

FIG. 4. The dimensionless superconducting
coupling l in the pslpd sdashed lined,
dx2−y2sldx2−y2d sdashed-dotted lined, and dxysldxy

d
ssolid lined channels as a function ofJ8 for a
given value ofV=0.5t in the metallic phase close
to the CO instability. The second-neighbor anti-
ferromagnetic exchangeJ8 favors superconduc-
tivity in the dxy channel only.
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An important finding that derives from our work is that
including J8 is crucial in order to enhanceTc sufficiently. If
only the V is taken into account, the values ofTc sRef. 7d
obtained would be astronomically small as previously
noted.7 A more sophisticated theory including the renormal-
ization of the quasiparticles could enhance the estimates for
Tc even further. Measured effective masses in quarter-filled
layered organics correspond to values of about:m* /m=1–2,
leading toJ8 / t larger by a factor of 2. Considering the de-
pendence ofldxy

with J8 / t shown in Fig. 4, this many-body
effect can lead to large enhancements inTc as Tc depends
exponentially withldxy

. HenceTc’s of a fraction of a K can
be obtained in the most favorable case, forV=0.5t and J/ t
=0.3t, consideringt,0.1 eV.2

It has been recently suggested by Coldeaet al.19 that cer-
tain experimental observations are consistent with the charge
mediated superconductivity scenario. For instance, the unit-
cell volume ofb9-sBEDT-TTFd4fsH3OdMsC2O4d3g ·Y,19 and
a-sBEDT-TTFd2MHgsSCNd4 salts,20 is found to increase
from metallic to insulating salts by changingM and Y. Su-
perconducting salts such asa-sBEDT-TTFd2NH4HgsSCNd4

and the recently analyzed b9-sBEDT-
TTFd4fsH3OdGasC2O4d3g ·C6H5NO2 are found to have unit-
cell volumes right between their respective metallic and in-
sulating salts. Increasing the unit-cell volume is translated to
an increase inV/ t as well as inJ8 / t within our model which
drives the system closer to the charge ordered state. In the
critical region between the metal and charge ordered phase,
V&Vc, superconductivity is predicted to appear.6

However, a definitive test for unconventionald-wave pair-
ing in quasi-two-dimensional quarter-filled organics is yet
missing. Possible experimental probes could come from
measurements of the Knight shift and NMR relaxation rate in
the metallic phase close to the CO transition. In contrast to
the k-sBEDT-TTFd2X superconductors, in which large en-
hancements of the Korringa ratio are found due to their
closeness to a Mott phase, in the quarter-filled systems stud-
ied here there should be no enhancement of the Korringa
ratio. Finally, the dependence ofTc on impurities and disor-
der can also be used to distinguishd-wave superconductivity
from conventionals-wave pairing as recently pointed out.21
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APPENDIX: LARGE- N APPROACH FOR t-J8-V MODEL

In this Appendix, we will give a summary of the path-
integral large-N approach for Hubbard operators7,11,12used in
the present paper. A more detailed version of the formalism
including the exchange coupling can be found in Ref. 12.

First we introduce Hubbard operators which are related
with the usual Fermionic operators by

Xi
0s = s1 − cis̄

† cis̄dcis, Xi
s0 = sXi

0sd†, Xi
ss8 = cis

† cis8.

sA1d

The five HubbardXi operatorsXi
ss8 andXi

00 are bosonlike
and the four HubbardX operatorsXi

s0 andXi
0s are fermion-

like. The names fermionlike and bosonlike come from the
fact that Hubbard operators do not verify the usual Fermionic
and Bosonic commutation relations.22

From the above relations we note thatXi
s0= c̃†is andXi

↑↓

=Si
+. The Hubbard operators satisfy
sid the completeness condition

Xi
00 + o

s

Xi
ss = 1, sA2d

which is equivalent to imposing that “double occupancy” at
each site is forbidden;

sii d the commutation rules

fXi
ab,Xj

gdg± = di jsdbgXi
ad ± dadXi

gbd, sA3d

where the “+” sign must be used when both operators are
fermionlike, otherwise it corresponds to the “−” sign.

On the basis of HubbardX operators, thet-J8-V Hamil-
tonian s1d is of the form

HsXd = o
ki j l,s

stijXi
s0Xj

0s + H.c.d +
1

2 o
ki j l;s

Jij8 sXi
ss̄Xj

s̄s − Xi
ssXj

s̄s̄d

+ o
ki j l;ss8

VijXi
ssXj

s8s8 − mo
i,s

Xi
ss. sA4d

Our starting point is the path-integral partition functionZ
written in the Euclidean form

Z =E DXi
abdFXi

00 + o
s

Xi
ss − 1GdFXi

ss8 −
Xi

s0Xi
0s8

Xi
00 G

3 ssdetMABdi
1/2expS−E dt LEsX,ẊdD . sA5d

The Euclidean LagrangianLEsX,Ẋd in Eq. sA5d is

LEsX,Ẋd =
1

2o
i,s

sẊi
0sXi

s0 + Ẋi
s0Xi

0sd
Xi

00 + HsXd. sA6d

In this path integral we associate Grassmann and usual
Bosonic variables with fermilike and bosonlikeX operators,
respectively.

It is worth noting at this point that the path-integral rep-
resentation of the partition functionsA5d looks different than
that usually found in other solid-state problems. The measure
of the integral contains additional constraints as well as a
determinant,ssdetMABdi

1/2. Also the kinetic term of the La-
grangiansA6d is nonpolynomial. The determinant reads

ssdetMABdi
1/2 = 1/

1

s− X00d2 , sA7d

and is formed by all the constraints of the theory.
We now discuss the main steps needed to introduce a

large-N expansion of the partition functionsA5d. First, we
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integrate over the boson variablesXss8 using the secondd
function in Eq.sA5d. We extend the spin indexs=± to a new
indexp running from 1 toN. In order to get a finite theory in
theN→` limit, we rescaletij to tij /N, Vij to Vij /N, andJij8 to
Jij8 /N. The completeness condition is enforced by exponenti-
ating Xi

00+opXi
pp=N/2, with the help of Lagrangian multi-

pliers li. We write the boson fields in terms of static mean-
field valuessr0,l0d and dynamic fluctuations

Xi
00 = Nr0s1 + dRid,

li = l0 + dli , sA8d

and, we make the following change of variables:

f ip
+ =

1
ÎNr0

Xi
p0,

f ip =
1

ÎNr0

Xi
0p, sA9d

where f ip
+ and f ip are Grassmann variables.

The exchange interactions can be decoupled in terms of
the bond variableDi j through a Hubbard-Stratonovich trans-
formation, whereDi j is the field associated with the quantity
opf jp

+ f ip /Îs1+dRids1+dRjd. We write theDi j fields in term
of static mean-field values and dynamics fluctuations
Di

h=Ds1+r i
h+ iAi

hd, whereh can take two values associated
with the bond directionsh1=s1,1d and h2=s−1,1d in real
space.

Introducing the above change of variables into Eq.sA5d
and, after expanding the denominators 1/s1+dRd, we arrive
at the following effective Lagrangian:

Lef f = −
1

2o
i,p

s ḟ ipf ip
+ + ḟ ip

+ f ipds1 − dRi + dRi
2d + o

ki j l,p
stij r0f ip

+ f jp + H.c.d − mo
i,p

f ip
+ f ips1 − dRi + dRi

2d + Nr0o
i

dlidRi + o
i,p

f ip
+ f ips1

− dRiddli +
2N

J
D2o

ih

fsr i
hd2 + sAi

hd2g − D o
ki j l,p,p8

sf ip
+ f jp8 + f jp8

+ f ipdS1 −
1

2
sdRi + dRjd +

1

4
dRidRj +

3

8
sdRi

2 + dRj
2dD

− D o
ki j l,p,p8

sf ip
+ f jp8 + f jp8

+ f ipdsr i
h + iAi

hdS1 −
1

2
sdRi + dRjdD + Nr0

2o
ki j l

SVij −
1

2
Jij8DdRidRj − o

ip

Zip
† s1 − dRi + dRi

2dZip,

sA10d

where we have changedm to m−l0 and dropped constant
and linear terms in the fields.

The last term of Eq.sA10d results from the path-integral
representation of the determinant which uses the
N-component boson ghost fieldZp.

7,11,12

Looking at the effective LagrangiansA10d, the Feynman
rules can be obtained as usual. The bilinear parts give rise to
the propagators and the remaining pieces are represented by
vertices. Besides, we assume that Eq.sA10d written in the
momentum space once the Fourier transformation was per-
formed.

To leading order of 1/N, we associate with the
N-component fermion fieldfp, connecting two generic com-
ponentsp andp, the propagator

Gs0dpp8sk,nnd = −
dpp8

inn − sEk − md
sA11d

which is Os1d and where Ek =−2tr0scoskx+coskyd
−2Dcoskxcosky, is the electronic dispersion to leading order.

The quantitiesk and nn are the momentum and the Fer-
mionic Matsubara frequency of the Fermionic field, respec-
tively.

The mean-field valuesr0 andD must be determined mini-
mizing the leading-order theory. From Eq.sA8d and the com-
pleteness condition,r0 is equal tod /2, whered is the hole
doping away from half filling.

On the other hand, minimizing with respect toD we ob-
tain D=sJ8 /2ds1/Nsdokcoskx coskynFsEk −md, where nF is
the Fermi function andNs is the number of sites in the Bril-
louin zone.

For a given dopingd, the chemical potentialm and D
must be determined self-consistently froms1−dd
=s2/NsdoknFsEk−md.

We associate with the six componentdXa

=sdR,dl ,r1,r2,A1,A2d the inverse of the propagatorfwhich
is Os1/Ndg, connecting two generic componentsa andb,

Ds0dab
−1 sq,vnd = N1

gq r0 0 0 0 0

r0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0
4

J8
D2 0 0 0

0 0 0
4

J8
D2 0 0

0 0 0 0
4

J8
D2 0

0 0 0 0 0
4

J8
D2

2 ,

sA12d

wheregq=r0
2h4Vfcossqxd+cossqydg−4J8cossqxdcossqydj.
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The quantitiesq andvn are the momentum and the Bose
Matsubara frequency of the boson field, respectively. We as-
sociate with theN-component ghost fieldZp the propagator
connecting two generic componentsp andp8,

Bpp8 = − dpp8, sA13d

which is Os1d.
The nonquadratic terms in Eq.sA10d define three- and

four-leg vertices which areOs1d. sThe full expressions for
the vertices associated with the large-N approach are given in
Ref. 12.d In Fig. 5 the Feynman rules associated with the
large-N approach are summarized.

The charge-charge correlation function is directly associ-
ated with the elements1, 1d of the boson propagator
Ds0dabsq ,vnd fthe inverse of Eq.sA12dg. As in Ref. 7, up to
Os1/Nd ,D0sq ,vnd is renormalized toDsq ,vnd by an infinite
series of diagrams ofOs1/Nd fFig. 6sadg, and reads

D−1sq,vnd = D0
−1sq,vnd − Psq,vnd, sA14d

wherePsq ,vnd is the boson self-energy for which explicit
expressions are given in Ref. 11.

The superconducting effective interaction between fermi-
ons,Vef fsq ,vnd, can be calculated using the Feynman rules
of Fig. 5. Figure 6sbd represents the diagram involved in the

calculation ofVef fsq ,vnd. The analytical expression for this
diagram isVef f=LaDabLb whereDab is the propagator of the
Bosonic field which contains the irreducible self-energies of
Fig. 6sad andLa is the three leg vertex of Fig. 5. Looking at
the order of the propagators and vertices we see that
Vef fsq ,vnd is Os1/Nd.

To conclude this Appendix we make contact with closely
related approaches such as slave boson formulations. In con-
trast to slave boson theories:sid Green’s functions are calcu-
lated in terms of the original Hubbard operators,sii d fermi-
ons f ip appearing in the theory are proportional to the Fermi-
like X-operatorXop fsee Eq.sA9dg to all orders in the 1/N
expansion; not only to leading order,13 siii d as our path inte-
gral is written in terms ofX operators we do not need to
introducea priori any decoupling scheme, andsivd r0 is the
mean value ofX00 which is a real field associated with the
number of holesfsee Eq.sA8dg and not with the number of
holons. At leading orderfN→` or Os1dg andV=0, our for-
malism is equivalent to slave boson approaches. However, at
the next to leading orderfOs1/Ndg, fwhich is necessary to
calculate one-electron properties such as the electron self-
energySsk ,vd and the electron spectral functionAsk ,vdg,
the two formulations do not coincide. The differences be-
tween the two formulations are not yet completely estab-
lished. Our theory has theadvantagethat it does not require
the introduction of gauge fields like in slave boson ap-
proaches. Hence through orderOs1/Nd we do not need to
take care of gauge fluctuations nor Bose condensationfnote
that Eq. sA8d does not mean Bose condensationg. This is
important because for the doped Hubbard model the gauge
fluctuations are known to significantly change the physics.
Careful numerical work will determine the improvements of
the present approach with respect to slave boson formula-
tions.

FIG. 5. Summary of the Feynman rules. The solid line repre-
sents the propagatorGs0d for the correlated fermionX0s. The dashed
line represents the 636 boson propagatorDs0d for the six-
component fielddXa. The components1, 1d of this propagator is
directly associated with theX00 charge operator. The dotted line is

the propagatorB for the boson ghost fieldZp. La
pp8 and Lab

pp8 rep-
resent the interaction between two fermionsfp and one and two

bosonsdXa, respectively.Ga
pp8 and Gab

pp8 represent the interaction
between two ghost fieldsZp and one and two bosonsdXa,
respectively.

FIG. 6. sad The four different contributionsPab
sid si =1, 2, 3, 4d to

the irreducible boson self-energyPab. sbd Effective interaction be-
tween fermions. Only two three-leg vertices contribute.
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